Search widget [1]

Share it now!

Embed an NCpedia search box into any Web site

Search box preview:

To embed an NCpedia search box into your school, library or personal site, copy and paste the code below into the page where you would like it. Search results will open in a new window or tab.

<script type="text/javascript" src="https://ncpedia.org/widgets/ncpedia_search_widget.min.js"></script> 
<div id="NCpediaSearchDiv"></div>

The widget has basic default styling but you are welcome to create new CSS rules on your site's stylesheets to alter its presentation.

Updates

If you embed the widget and want to be notified of any updates made to the script or code, please contact us. Just let us know you'd like NCpedia widget updates and we'll add you to our notification list.
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